
Warranty 

Our MuseDrone™ comes with a 1 year warranty 

Our MuseDrone™ is guaranteed for quality and against 
manufacturing faults for 1 year. 

Our products have been designed and manufactured to the 
highest standard, complying with CE and international standards.  

To avoid voiding your 1 year warranty, please ensure to follow our 
maintenance and cleaning care instructions for your drone. 

How to not void your 1 year warranty: 

 Follow our easy care instructions to keep your MuseDrone™ 
looking great 

 Keep any receipts and sales paperwork that was issued by 
our distributors and resellers in regard to your original order 
and/or purchase 

 Ensure that your MuseDrone™ have been set up properly by 
following our step-by-step installation guide 

Our 1 year warranty does not cover: 

 wilful damage to any parts of the drone 
 damages to any parts caused by mishandling 
 damages caused by failure to follow the set up instructions 
 damages caused by failure to follow the instruction manual 
 accessories such as batteries or controller  
 components deterioration of any kind due to excessive or 

wrong usage 

Easy Care Instructions:  

 Disconnect the MuseDrone™ from any power source and 
remove the battery before cleaning 

 Our MuseDrone™ and the controller can be cleaned 
easily.  Lightly wipe the surface with a moistened soft cloth. 

 Use water only! Do not use any kind of soap or detergent 
 Do not use abrasives such as steel wool or wire brushes 
 For best results, wipe dry with a soft cloth after cleaning 

 



 

DISCLAIMER 

Muse Lab disclaims all liability of any nature whatsoever, to the 
fullest extent permitted by law, for any damages directly or 
indirectly caused by  

(i) the misuse of the product by the purchaser or user, or  
(ii) any use not specifically authorized or described in product 

guidelines or user guide, including injuries sustained due 
to improper set up of the MuseDrone™, or to opening or 
dis- assembling and flying the product.  

Further, Muse Lab and all its agents and distributors accept no 
responsibility for any consequential effects resulting from the 
purchaser or user’s failure to use the product for the purpose for 
which it is intended. Purchasers and users are cautioned to 
exercise diligence and care at all times when using our Muse 
series of products. 

 

 
 
 
 
 


